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You can now access Atlas, a free online 
tool that connects you and your loved 
ones with trustworthy, in-network 
addiction treatment.

Finding addiction treatment can feel overwhelming.  
That’s because one size doesn’t fit all when it comes to finding 
the best care for your needs. Shatterproof’s Treatment Atlas 
can help you find and compare treatment facilities. 

How Atlas works
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Support for finding 
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facilities

Accessing the Atlas tool
Go to ibx.com and click on the Get Care tab to get started. 
Click on Behavioral physical and emotional health and then 
Behavioral health resources from the drop-down menu.  
You will find a direct link to the Atlas tool on that page.

 
You can also call the number on the back of your ID card to 
connect with a customer care advocate who can access the 
Atlas tool to search for facilities. They can also send you the 
link to the tool by email.

Shatterproof/Atlas: Shatterproof, a national non-profit dedicated to reversing the addiction 
crisis in the U.S., is leading the implementation of Shatterproof’s Treatment Atlas tool, a quality 
measurement system for addiction treatment facilities. Shatterproof is an independent company 
that provides behavioral health services for Independence Blue Cross.

For more information about  
the Atlas tool, visit 

treatmentatlas.org

Understanding what type of treatment  
is needed
Complete a brief and anonymous set of questions 
that offers initial guidance on the most appropriate 
level of care and recommendations for additional 
treatment services.

Find and compare treatment facilities
The Atlas tool contains a comprehensive list 
of addiction treatment providers, including 
hospital-based inpatient facilities, residential 
facilities, and intensive outpatient services.  
When searching for care on Atlas, you can filter 
results by location, specific treatment services 
offered, languages spoken, and more.

Leave a review on your  
treatment experience
You may report on your experiences and read other 
users’ reviews, which can help you when you’re 
making decisions about your care.


